Lynx T4-2 TIR Interior/Exterior LED Light Bar Wiring and Installation Guide

The user/installer of this light assumes all responsibility for its proper mount and installation. If you have any questions or concerns about this warning device, please contact Extreme Tactical Dynamics.

Lynx T42 Mounting Options and Tips

The Lynx T42 can be mounted with the included hardware or can be routed out the side of the end cap.

Traditional Mounting Instructions

- When looking at the Lynx T42, the cable harness of the unit should exit to the right
- Choose a mounting location that doesn’t allow wires to be near heat or any other gear that could bother the integrity of the unit
- Position Lynx light bar in location to ensure it fits properly before drilling
- Mark mounting holes
- Use a 5/8” drill bit to drill a centered hole and all marked mounting holes
- Use grommets as needed

Lynx Endcap Mounting Instructions

- Drill a 5/8” passage hole in end of light
- Pass cable harness through the endcap
- Remove endcap from light array via screws
- Place grommet on hole and feed cable through
- Use mounting hardware to secure unit to vehicle
Lynx T42 Wiring

- A durable electrical connection to a chassis ground must be created
- We recommend the product be ground wired directly to negative (-) battery post

Keep these instructions in a safe, dry place for future reference. If you have any questions or concerns about the proper wiring or installation of this LED emergency light, please consult a professional to avoid causing damage or injury.